CASE STUDY

Real-Time Reservoir Characterization Answers Optimize
Deepwater Well Test in Underbalanced Conditions
Monitoring in real time enables successful drillstem testing in a high-pressure
reservoir offshore Brazil
CHALLENGE

Testing challenges in a high-pressure deepwater well

Test a high-pressure reservoir in a deepwater
well in underbalanced conditions as safely
and with as much control as possible.

With the potential to encounter underbalanced conditions when testing
a high-pressure 1,800-ft well offshore Brazil, an operator sought a solution
that would allow for real-time monitoring of well conditions should
downhole pressure change unexpectedly.

SOLUTION

Use the Quartet* downhole reservoir testing
system enabled by Muzic* wireless telemetry
to monitor operations in real time.
RESULTS

Completed reservoir test objectives successfully
using real-time pressure and temperature data.

Real-time feedback about critical well condition changes
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Schlumberger recommended the operator run the Quartet system, which
includes the CERTIS* high-integrity reservoir test isolation system,
SCAR* inline independent reservoir fluid sampling, Signature* quartz
gauges, and the IRDV* intelligent remote dual valve. Of these technologies,
four Signature gauges and one SCAR sampling tool were enabled by
Muzic wireless telemetry. One SCAR sampling tool enabled by Muzic
wireless telemetry was run in hole and a second pressure-operated
SCAR sampling tool was run in the string for data validation.

IRDV
valve

While running in hole, the bottomhole pressure transmitted in real time
revealed that the calcium bromide completion fluid in the well had a
lower density than expected. The drilling fluid had a density of 13.9
ppg, but the completion fluid in the well during testing had a density of
only 13.2 ppg.
The operator chose to proceed with the test because engineers could
continue to monitor downhole conditions in real time.
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Proceeding with the test, the IRDV valve was run in sequential mode
to be able to flow the well in a safer, more controlled manner. These
sequential commands provide the test valve with a pressure-operated
mode so that the well can be shut in quickly by bleeding off applied
annulus pressure. The pressure and temperature of the tubing above and
below the IRDV valve,
as well as in the annulus, were also monitored in real time.

SCAR
sampling

Model validation prior to concluding testing job
When flowing the well, the annulus was pressurized 800 psi above hydrostatic, which kept it 500 psi above reservoir pressure. In shut-in conditions, the annulus pressure was 300 psi less than reservoir pressure. With
such pressure and temperature measurements available to the reservoir
engineer during testing, a diagnostic plot could be made before the end
of the test to
validate the reservoir response. The diagnostic plot made in real time with
the transmitted data showed the same features as the plot obtained using
the memory-mode data recorded at a high frequency.
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Downhole conditions monitored in real time to enhance operational safety. During the static
periods, the well was in underbalanced conditions.
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